
FIVE STAR REVIEWS

Dan Gagne
Local Guide · 13 reviews

Friendly staff, experienced dentist and assistants. Helpful 
when in a pinch to change appointment times with no 
question, or issues doing so. Thanks!

Rory Smith
2 reviews

I've been going to Lancaster dental since a kid and they 
help me with both my bottom wisdom teeth and day to day 
care wonderfully. They are friendly, informative, and caring.

andi andi
1 review

I have been going to Lancaster Dental for several years 
now and always have a positive experience. The staff are 
very professional and courteous and always treat me well. 
The service is always top notch and I would recommend 
them to anyone.

Debora Maynard
2 reviews

Excellent experience. The whole team made my visit 
simple , safe and smooth.

linda yuzwak
4 reviews

I have been a patient at Lancaster Dental for several years. 
I find everyone to be welcoming from the minute I walk in 
the door. Each and every one of the staff are very friendly, 
helpful and professional. I get very nervous whenever I  
have to have work done and I'm impressed with how hard 
everyone works to make my experience the best that it can 
be.
Thanks to everyone at Lancaster Dental for taking such 
good care of me.  I wouldn't think of going anywhere else.

Jenneke Van Woerkom
4 reviews

I am so grateful to the staff at Lancaster dental.  They are 
amazing. I have been going there most of my life and 
recommend them to everyone! I have had alot of dental 
issues and they have helped me through every single one 
of them.  I was just there again with a big problem and 
being pregnant I thought all hope was lost, they fixed me 
up and I went from tears to smiles.
Thanks Lancaster Dental!

Angela Christensen
6 reviews

I have had a crack in my bottom tooth for the past 2.5 
years.  I had seen 2 other dentists and was told there was 
no problem with that area and that there wasn't anything 
displaying on the x-ray.  DR. Upma took extra time and did 
additional tests and found the crack. After further 
investigation she sent me to a specialist to see if the tooth 
would be salvagable. He was able to determin that the 
tooth had been infected for quite awhile and it may be 
saved with a root canal and a crown. The root canal was 
completed that day and I immediately felt relief in that 
area. A big thank you to DR. Upma and the Lancaster 
Dental team for all the support and lessening my 
discomfort.

Robert Mercu
3 reviews

I have been going to Lancaster Dental for several years, 
Julia is my hygienist and she's awesome very thorough. 
Amber at the front desk is always so friendly and cheerful. 
Dr Tamara is extremely kind and generous with her time to 
explain procedures  and steps to achieve a healthy smile :)

Jenny Mielcarek
1 review

Everyone is very pleasant and professional. I never has 
issues with scheduling an appointment. My dental 
hygienist Julia is lovely and makes it easy to talk about 
your needs and is gentle. They also do everything they can 
go work within your benefits or budget.

Tony Ball
1 review

Very nice clean modern office with great people.

Dean Weber
1 review

Been getting my teeth cleaned at other places and it was 
always very uncomfortable.  My experience here was 
fantastic!  Very professional office, friendly, comforting 
and well organized.  Alysia the hygienist was great -  by far 
the best experience I have had a dental office - no 
discomfort and very satisfied with the cleaning.  Highly 
recommend this office!

Gloria Taylor
1 review

My first dentist was a man. I was 5 years old. And so was 
my second, third, fourth and all the many dentists since 
then until yesterday.

When contemplating career choices I did not ever consider 
dentistry - as it was obviously in the category of men only 
like truck drivers and airline pilots at the time.

So yesterday was a first for me in all of my 80+ years!!!  
Small delicate hands in my mouth for one hour and at no 
time did I get the urge to bite down hard. A unique 
experience and one that will continue if I get my wish. Now 
I can encourage all girls to consider dentistry as a valid 
and appreciated career choice.

Many thanks lady dentist. For the first time in my life I can 
honestly look forward to my next appointment!!!

melissa araujo
2 reviews

I went in for a cleaning and they have a new dentist, Dr. 
Thamara, who was so kind. She took her time to speak to 
me and was very knowledgeable with anything I needed. 
10/10 recommend.

Karla L
4 reviews

The office is located on the second floor and very clean 
and organized. The  office practiced proper Covid 
protocols and made me feel safe during my hygiene and 
dental appointment.
The staff were friendly nice. Of course you couldn't see 
their smiles behind the mask but the eyes says it all.
Alysia Kavanagh is the best Hygienist that's ever cleaned 
my teeth. She is very thorough and provides the best 
experience to her patients and always provides little 
golden nuggets of knowledge in hygiene, dentistry, 
investment, or in everyday life with no extra charge. Great 
soul and vibe.
Dr. Tamara Marchini-Obregon was descriptive with her 
work, she explained her procedures and was very gentle 
with her hands. Great soul.
I highly recommend this office for your hygiene and dental 
work.
Drive slower as you approach the building or you might 
miss the entrance to the parking space.

Cristian Robbins
1 review

As I went for my appointment I  was a bit skeptical 
because of the  COVID situation, this office is well 
organized, everyone was meeting the safety protocol 
going above and beyond making me feel safe. The staff 
very friendly . I fully recommend this dental office

Francesco Marascia
Local Guide · 32 reviews

Dr. Thamara was very professional and diligent. She was 
on time and followed all COVID procedures. The team was 
amazing as well, very friendly. I highly recommend 
Lancaster's Dental team.

madison madison
Local Guide · 37 reviews

All of the staff from reception, hygienist and the dentist 
are so friendly and helpful. The dentist treats my children 
as her own. I would highly recommend to anyone 
especially those with children.

Anthony Jones
1 review

At first I was a little skeptical of this place with all the 
covid measures around, but once I got into the building, I 
felt safe. all of the staff were nice and made me feel at 
home!!

Emilia Solis
1 review

Really grateful I found Lancaster Dental it has been a 
pleasure going there for the last 3 years. Staff really 
friendly and helpful no complaints.

519-578-9670493 Lancaster Street West Suite #206
Kitchener, ON N2K 1L8

info@lancasterdental.ca
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